Shades
for Comfort

Introduction
Royal Blinds is one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of premier quality
blinds, curtains, car parking shades, and all other sun shading solutions across GCC
and MENA regions. Over the years we have earned the reputation as the “One
Stop Centre” for innovative, immaculate Internal and External Shades design,
manufacturing, and installation.
Established in 1989 in Dubai, UAE, as a pioneering entity wholly owned by Al
Jallaf Family, Royal Blinds has grown to become one of the preferred suppliers
to many of the region’s leading property development companies and contractors.
We also provide regular consultations to high-profile architecture and design firms.
With 124,800 square feet of production the facility at the Al Quoz industrial area
Dubai, we also have a branch in Abu Dhabi and dedicated business channels in
other Gulf regions.
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Easy & Elegant

Internal Shades
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We design and manufacture every major style of blinds which include Roller Blinds,
Venetian Blinds, Wooden Blinds, Venetian Blinds, Vertical Blinds, Roman Blinds,
and Zebra Blinds. These are available in both motorised and manual versions.

Roller Blinds

Over the years we have seen a rising demand for blinds not only for commercial
purposes but for residential use as well. With beautiful designs, quality fabric and
reliable technologies, our products elevate every interior and serve to enhance your
comfort.

One of the most preferred blinds for both
commercial and residential spaces. Our
manufacturing process does not involve the use
of adhesives or sewing to produce clean and
professionally finished blinds.
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Venetian Blinds
Custom crafted Venetian Blinds, in a variety of exciting
colours, are engineered with durability to give a dependable
and longer trouble-free performance. Our raw materials and
motors are imported from the USA and Europe.

The Horizontals
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Wooden Blinds

Natural Harmony
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With natural elegance and classic quality, wood
has a great visual appeal and warmth. Our
wooden blinds are available in both 25mm and
50mm slate widths. They are available in a range
of traditional light and dark wood tones. The
stains highlight the natural grain patterns of our
wood with a lustrous finish.
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Vertical Blinds
Royal Blinds manufactures the most sophisticated and
versatile vertical blinds. They are truly advanced in quality
and are available in luxurious fabrics: cotton and polyester,
fibreglass and vinyl. Royal vertical blinds are affordable and
sustain their quality throughout the years.

Sophisticated
Designs
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Roman Blinds
Beautiful Windows
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Royal Blinds introduced the Functional Roman
Blinds to the UAE market. The system of blinds
is imported from Europe. Royal Roman Blinds
give your home an elegant and refined finish.
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Zebra Roller Blinds
Beautifully diffused light and the room darkening effect keep
your private space protected. With various colours and sizes,
our sheer Zebra shades are the perfect choice for your living
room, bedroom, and study.

Contemporary
Look
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Curtains
Like all aspects of interior design, the curtains
play their part in the overall aesthetics of a given
room and the underlying composition of your
home in general.

Modern Elegance
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Royal Blinds curtains are tailor-made and
available in manual and motorised options
for various projects such as hotels, hospitals,
corporate, and residential. The curtains have
extruded aluminium tracks and unique featured
fabrics of high quality.
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Cubicle Curtains
Antibacterial Cubical Curtains, or privacy curtains, are
ideal for hospital patient rooms, clinics, nursing homes,
educational and other facility environments.

Innovative
Privacy
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Smart Solutions
Unique solutions, blending technology, innovation,
quality, and design. Automation and control
systems for awnings, blinds, curtains and skylight
now with integrated management through smart
intuitive interfaces: practical, functional and elegant
solutions for the ideal way to live in every space.
Architects, Designers and Engineers find their
ideal partner in Royal Blinds, always ready to
provide complete support during project design,
installation and implementation.
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External Shades
Royal Blinds have a wide variety of shade solutions that have been designed to
protect from the elements, utilizing the versatile medium of structural fabrics.
Our diverse range provides not just an aesthetically pleasing product but also safety
and functionality. With our expertise in planning, design, engineering, construction,
and installations, we guarantee professional management of your project from start
to finish.
With our latest structural and finite element analysis software, specialized highquality fabrics and hardware, modern patenting systems and outstanding staff,
we deliver high-end, bespoke shading solutions. Our products are architecturally
designed, technologically advanced, simple to use, and entirely authentic with
international certifications of quality.
Our works include commercial and residential applications such as schools,
playgrounds, swimming pools, sporting venues, shop facades, shopping centres, car
parking, clubs, hotels, walkways, villas, patios, etc. We lead the way by constantly
researching and developing to suit our clients’ needs and design.
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Car Parking
Shades
Royal blinds provide complete solutions of fixed
shades for residential and commercial places and are
known for quality and high durability. Our car parking
shades come in different shapes, sizes and colours.
They are made of materials that are long-lasting and
can withstand all types of weather and these protect
cars from sun, rain, hail, snow, and wind.
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Retractable
Shades

You Decide
the Spotlight
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Retractable shade structures are made with
retractable cloth that is tensioned when completely
open and folds up through a system of sliding crossbeams, trolleys and guides. Wind resistance is
guaranteed up to class 6 as per UNI PR EN13561.
The optional anti-drop system can be installed to
obtain complete protection from the rain.
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Setting
the Right Mood

Sail Shades
Our sail shades are authentic tensioned fabric
structures that are both functionally practical and
aesthetically attractive. They can be installed
vertically or horizontally for shade. Using 2 or
more different colour sails is very popular. We
provide sail shade structures at the playground,
residential backyards, municipal facilities and
commercial properties outdoor meeting areas
and communities.
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Making Pleasant
Outdoors

Bioclimatic
Pergolas
Bioclimatic pergolas structure with Louvre blades
roof: a perimeter gutter profile allows blade rotation
and drainage of water. The system is moved by
linear motors. Wind resistance is guaranteed up to
class 6 as per UNI PR EN13561.
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Creating the Perfect
Ambiance

Combining
Performance with Style

Tensile Shade
Structures
Our tensile shades are authentic tensioned fabric
membrane structures, shade sails with PVC and
HDPE fabrics, that are both functionally practical
and aesthetically attractive. Our ready-to-install
range of weatherproof or waterproof shade sails
and tensile fabric structures provide a wide variety
of outdoor shelter and shade solutions for schools,
colleges, hotels, playground, residential backyards,
and other commercial and residential applications.
All of our structures are highly engineered and
expertly crafted to provide years of outdoor
protection from the elements.
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Awnings
Awnings are a popular shading solution in the
UAE. We supply a range of Retractable Awnings
for gardens and terraces. All our awnings can be
operated manually, or supplied with a motor for
the ease of use. We also offer a choice of different
colours, sizes, and projection depending on the
requirement.
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Designed to be
Weathered and not
Withered

Covering
the Right Spots
Screeny

Canopies
These models are built to measure according to
either cardboard/crush-proof material templates,
or measurement system as indicated to the side.
We can provide them in different shapes, colours
and sizes based on the outdoor applications.
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Our company specializes in the design and manufacture
of different kinds of window awnings. Among the
range of products, there are different examples of
outdoor window shades and vertical drop awnings.
The awnings belonging to the SCREENY series are
the result of advanced technology and Italian design, a
combination that comes from a proven experience and
skilful manufacture. The wide range of solar window
screens allows you to choose the best solution, suitable
for any architectural and environmental context.
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Installing
Relaxation
Outdoor
Furniture
We are the producers of high-end furniture for
hospitality, with a presence in Europe, Asia and
the Middle East. Our main clients are upscale
hotel operators, developers, procurement
companies, as well as top architects and interior
designers. We select only the top quality and
highest grades of raw materials, like A-grade
hardwood, A-grade powder-coated aluminium,
fabrics from the best global producers etc.
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Creating Ease

Umbrellas
Our umbrella structure creates cool and dry
ground coverage up to large areas. It is with
permanent onsite installation with cast-in
underground footing. Its major features are
that it can be kept unfolded and tensioned all
year-round since it is capable of withstanding
extremely high wind velocities at all times.
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Projects
SL Projects

Client

SL Projects
22

1

Etihad HQ

Al Tayer Stock

2

British Airways HQ

Al Tayer Stock

3

Google

Al Tayer Stock

4

ADNOC HQ
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
HQ

ADNOC HQ

5

Schmidlin

6

City Centre Al Zahia

7

Address Hotel Jumeirah

Majid
Al Futtaim
Emaar

8

Philips

Philips

9

Jumeirah Beach Hotel

RTA’s Enterprise Command and
Control Center Building
23 Emirates Towers
Dubai International
24
Convention Centre
25 Dusit Hotel

Client
RTA
Individual Clients
Khansaheb Civil
Engineering
Design Division/EO

26 RAK Hospital

Ministry of Health

27 City Walk

Dubai
Oak Internationa
DIFC
Precinct 126
NIB
Sheikh Saif bin Zayed
Al Nahyan
KNPC Kuwait

Arenco

28 Oak Internationa
DIFC
29
Precinct 126
30 Noor Islamic Bank

10 Mafraq Hospital

SEHA

11 Opus Tower

Multiple Offices

31 Shaikh Zayed Bin Zayed Villa

12 American Hospital

American Host

13 Rove Hotel

Emaar

14 RTA HQ
Jumeirah Beach Hilton
15
Hotel
16 Nestle
Dubai Mall
17
Fashion Avenue
18 RAK Tourism

RTA

34 Zabeel Palace Club

Arenco

35 Silicon Oasis Residences

Qatar Petroleum
Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum
Dubai

36 Bavaria Hotels

Bavaria Hotels

37 Qatar National

Four Front

38 HSBC

HSBC

39 City Walk Mall

Meraas

40 American University

American University

41 Al Mafraq Dialysis Center
InterContinental Hotel
42
Dubai Festival City

SEHA
InterContinental Hotel
Dubai Festival City

Nestle
Dubai Mall

20 Dubai Islamic Bank

RAK Tourism
S.C
Dubai Islamic Bank

21 Emirates Towers

Different Clients

19 Standard Chartered Bank

32 Gulf Tower, Qatar
33 Qatar Foundation

RAK Jebel Jais Zip Line Product: Tensile Shade Structure

RAK Jebel Jais Welcome Centre Product: Tensile Shade Structure
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City Walk

DIFC
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Product: Roller Blinds

Legoland Dubai

Product: Awnings

Etihad HQ

Product: Roller Blinds

Italiano Cafe

Product: Tensile Shade Structure

Dubai Mall

Product: Retractable Sail

Deira Waterfront Market

Product: Retractable Shade

Product: Canopy
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Our Partners
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Our Clients
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For Enquiry, Please contact:
+971 54 3078180
+971 54 3078180

Royal Blinds LLC
Dubai - Head Office, Showroom & Factory
P.O. Box 2107, 18th St, Al Quoz 1 Industrial Area, Dubai, UAE
Tel.: +971 4 347 4760, Fax: +971 4 347 4770, Mob: +971 54 307 8180

Abu Dhabi - Office & Showroom
P.O. Box 48431, Office 4, Majid Salam Al Dhaheri Building No.14
Muroor Road, Al Dhafra, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel.: +971 2 555 7393, +971 2 678 9877, Mob: +971 54 3078180

info@royalblinds.com
royalblinds.com

